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Moving Pictures: 
Magic Lanterns, Portable Projection,  
and Urban Advertising in the Nineteenth 
Century

Ellery E. Foutch

In 1896, bodybuilder Eugen Sandow sat at a desk to devote 
himself to a mental task, rather than a physical one. He had 
recently returned to England from a trip to the United States, 
where he had collaborated with inventor W. K. L. Dickson on 
a mutoscope reel, an early moving-picture technology, and had 
posed for X-ray photographs after indicating his interest in the 
subject to Thomas Edison, who was proudly advertising his pat-
ented process for X-rays and fluoroscopes.1 Now, though, Sandow 
was working on his own invention. Self-consciously identifying 
himself as a “Professional Athlete,” he drafted a patent applica-
tion for what he called a “novel and effective portable method of 
advertising” (figs. 1, 2).2 This mobile moving-picture device was 
to be mounted on a human body that would walk the streets while 
projecting lantern slides or films, bringing novel meaning to the 
newly developing media and the bandied-about terms of “mov-
ing pictures” and “living pictures.” Sandow’s device for portable 
projection engaged with and re-conceptualized contemporary 
issues of mobility, technology, consumption, and urban spectacle. 
Although the proposed machine was never brought into mass pro-
duction, this patent transforms our understanding of the history 
of “screen practice,” as articulated by Charles Musser, by propos-
ing a mobile screen borne on the body of a pedestrian, meant 
to circulate through the city at night; it also expands our view of 
broader practices of urban advertising, media experimentation, 
and perception.3 The patent specification, emerging only a few 
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734 months after the first successful projection of enlarged motion pictures (rather than the 
prior reliance on the kinetoscope and peep-box viewing), reveals the way the practice 
of viewing film might have developed.4 This article examines the circulating image of 
embodied advertising and corporeal technologies in the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, positing a proto-cyborg whose interaction with machines and commodities 
superseded his interaction with other humans.5

As Sandow specified in his proposal,

In carrying out my Invention I construct a frame or screen combined with a projecting 
(or magic) lantern which may be easily carried on a man’s shoulders. . . . By means of the 
lantern I project upon the screen, advertisements of any desired character. The lantern is 
provided with a train of wheels arranged as in clockwork which control and cause to pass 
in front of the condenser at desired intervals, an endless transparent film, upon which 
may be photographed or printed in any desirable manner the various advertisements [or] 
. . . show moving pictures along with the advertisements.6

The bearer was literally weighed down with the burden of modern technology, the 
projector mounted over his head and strapped to his shoulders and his field of vision 
obstructed by the screen. The patent raises important issues for our understanding 
of the turn of the century imagined urban dweller and the possibilities that people 
foresaw for street life and visual consumption—and for the social interactions, or lack 
thereof, between people mediated by technology and machines. While the apparatus 
did not achieve the ubiquity of the stereoscope or the panopticon, it is nonetheless a 
revealing conceptualization of the period’s urban spectator and consumer.7 Sandow’s 
invention is an “evocative object” with which to consider laboring bodies and their 
uneasy immersion in the realms of commerce, technology, and wonder, while it also 
highlights and complicates the often-overlooked urban figure of the sandwich man and 
his relationship to showmanship.8

Sandow: Image, Embodiment, and Invention

Sandow’s self-promotion had already revealed an awareness of the intertwined issues 
of embodiment and mobility. Born in Prussia, Sandow garnered attention in 1889 with 
showy stage performances and feats of strength in London; he also became renowned 
in the United States during a tour that coincided with the 1893 Columbian Exposition 
in Chicago, where his skills of aesthetic posing were applauded.9 His image was dis-
seminated through photographs, cabinet cards, and illustrations in popular journals, 
thanks to innovations in printing technologies and photomechanical reproduction. In 
addition to his roles as performer and model, Sandow proved himself to be an ambitious 
entrepreneur. He developed a physical culture empire of sorts; beyond his eponymous 
gymnasiums, he began publishing the monthly Sandow’s Magazine, and he designed 
an extensive line of barbells, strength training apparatuses, and a cocoa “health drink,” 
all of which were emblazoned with his image.10
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Figs. 1 and 2. Eugen Sandow, “Improvements in Portable Methods of Advertising,” GB Patent 27,495, filed 

December 3, 1896, and issued November 6, 1897. Image courtesy of European Patent Office, Espacenet.com.

▲
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Sandow’s very medium was his body, which he molded and sculpted through exercise 
into a statuesque form that he believed served as the embodiment of classical ideals 
and might allay concerns about the modern world’s impact upon physical and mental 
health. To predominantly white audiences who were thought to be experiencing health 
epidemics related to the ills of modernity and who lived in urban centers that were 
undergoing rapid demographic changes, Sandow provided a reassuring example of the 
strength and virility of white “gentlemen.”11

Sandow’s body—his flexing bicep and mustachioed profile—became one of the 
most recognizable images in popular culture, and he consistently sought new media 
in which to circulate his image. He was one of the first subjects to pose for Thomas 
Edison’s kinetoscope and x-ray devices, and he also collaborated with W. K. L. Dick-
son on an early mutoscope performance that was used to advertise the possibilities 

Fig. 3. Miss E. K. Reader, “Necessity the Mother of Invention,” Sandow’s Magazine, 

January 1902, 2. Collection of the author.

▲
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of the new technology.12 Sandow’s choreographed routines of poses drew audience 
attention to specific muscles and his fluidity of movement; as one audience member 
noted, “Sandow shows his extraordinary command over his entire muscular system by 
making his muscles dance, keeping correct time with the orchestra.”13 The strongman 
made audiences acutely aware of his corporeality, and he encouraged them to exercise 
and transform their own bodies. His advertisements proclaimed, “Make a Sandow of 
Yourself!”14 Sandow’s directions for exercises explicitly guided readers and viewers of 
his performances to become aware of their own embodiment, both in physical appear-
ance and practical, haptic strength, felt when one lifted weights, performed sit-ups with 
one’s feet under a heavy wardrobe, or ironed clothing (fig. 3).

Sandow’s understanding of and engagement with advertising media and new tech-
nologies transcend more traditional interpretations of the bodybuilder as the subject of 
contemporary imaging, proving him to be an active participant in constructing modern 
vision and translating these new media to viewers. The “Souvenir Strip” of Edison’s 
Kinetoscope and Sandow’s publication of his X-rays in his magazine, for example, were 
meant to explicate these technological processes for his reader (fig. 4). His interests went 

Fig. 4. William Kennedy Laurie Dickson, 

The Souvenir Strip Edison Kinetoscope: 

Eugene [sic] Sandow, The Modern Hercu-

les, 1894. Photographic print on card. 

Courtesy of the Library of Congress, 

Washington, D.C.▲
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beyond the physical and included the visual, the haptic, and the optic, as demonstrated 
in his 1896 patent application.

This was not the first time Sandow had submitted a patent application. When the 
bodybuilder filed his first patent for an “Exercising Apparatus” during his American 
tour in November 1893, manager and stage impresario Florence Ziegfeld, Jr. signed 
as one of his official witnesses, making an explicit link between invention and public-
ity.15 Sandow subsequently filed several applications for his name-brand spring-grip 
dumbbells and exercise equipment in multiple countries.16 This interest in patents and 
invention was also seen in stories and advertisements published in Sandow’s Magazine. 
In its inaugural issue, the magazine published a short story by Cutcliffe Hyne titled 
“The Inventor,” in which a man dreams of ensuring his family’s comfort by securing the 
financial rewards of a patent: “it’s got to be patented and bring in a fortune for me and 
Sylvia” (fig. 5).17 The magazine also promised to help readers secure their own patents:

We have no doubt that many of our readers are from time to time devising some new 
and useful improvements, which, if properly introduced and handled, might prove very 
remunerative. As there seems to be a large field for inventors just now, we shall be pleased 
to place our inventive readers in communication with our Expert on this subject.18

▲

Fig. 5. N. H. (unknown illustrator), “The Inventor by Cutcliffe Hyne,” Sandow’s Magazine, July 1898, 16. Cour-

tesy of the H. J. Lutcher Stark Center for Physical Culture and Sports, The University of Texas at Austin.
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Indeed, Sandow’s interest in patents was not limited to those for exercise equip-
ment. Earlier in 1896, he had submitted two other patent specifications that built upon 
technologies of electricity, the mobility of modern urban life, and their possible appli-
cations for advertising. “Improved Means for Forming or Displaying Words, Letters, 
Figures, Pictures, or other Designs or Devices for Advertising or Signalling Purposes” 
(submitted April 9) and “Improvements in Motor Carriages, and the adaptation of same 
to Electrical Advertising” (submitted on November 24, less than two weeks before “Im-
provements in Portable Methods”) each used a complex system of incandescent light 
bulbs and circuits in order to form letters and numbers, spelling out the advertiser’s 
name in lights and carrying it throughout the city (figs. 6, 7).19 For “Improvements 
in Motor Carriages,” Sandow collaborated with self-identified “Electrical Engineer” 

▲
Fig. 6. Eugen Sandow, “Improved Means for Forming or Displaying Words, 

Letters, Figures, Pictures, or other Designs or Devices for Advertising or 

Signalling Purposes,” GB Patent 7,498, filed April 9, 1896, and issued March 13, 

1897. Courtesy of Espacenet.com.
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Andrew George Adamson of London, who had previously submitted several patent 
applications for electric light and illumination for photographs.20 Despite the innovative 
nature of this invention, the drawing of the device adapted to a hansom cab still looks 
traditional, the top-hatted driver awkwardly holding reins that lead nowhere. Yet this 
mobile advertising vehicle presages the spectacle Sandow was soon to patent, with a 
crucial difference: the portable projector was to be carried on a man’s shoulders, rather 
than a horse-drawn or motorized carriage.

The Mobile Screen

This portable projector was self-consciously designed to circulate and attract attention 
in the urban sphere, when it would be dark enough for the images to be visible on the 
screen. Sandow perhaps also meant for viewers to admire the strength of the carrier 
who balanced the bulky contraption, a tactic that might further promote his gymnasia 
and exercise apparatuses. Although unwieldy, the apparatus would have been less 
bulky and more mobile than the standing wooden and metal cabinets of mutoscopes or 
kinetoscopes; it also offered its views to any bystander, unlike the peep show or street 
cinematograph, which required viewers to peer into an eyepiece.21 Sandow’s device 
offers simultaneity of movement and spectatorship, without viewers entering a separate 
theatrical space or interrupting their traversal of the city.

Fig. 7. “Eugen Sandow and Andrew George Adamson, Improvements in Motor Carriages, and the Adaptation 

of Same to Electrical Advertising,” GB Patent 26,546, filed November 24, 1896, and issued November 13, 

1897. Courtesy of Espacenet.com.

▲
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741In addition to its outward-projecting function, this portable projector could also serve 
as an auto-entertainment apparatus, its images meant to fill the view of the bearer. In 
keeping with these possibilities, the patent was registered in two very different categories 
in the Patents for Inventions. Abridgements of Specifications: in class 3,“Advertising & 
Displaying,” but also in class 132, “Toys, Games, and Exercises,” suggesting its potential 
application in both advertising and entertainment.22 In the accompanying illustrations, 
the beam of light emanating from the projector creates compelling formal parallels to 
optical diagrams, representations of theories of vision so often executed with Euclid-
ean geometric precision to demonstrate the visual triangle of perception (Figs. 1 and 
2).23 But the apparatus—and especially its screen—blocks the bearer’s view of the city 
around him. The screen fills his field of vision, precluding interactions with other people.

What was visible on that turn-of-the-century screen? The specification calls for 
“advertisements of any desired character” to be projected, with a proto-slide carousel 
arranged with “clockwork” to change the advertisement on display. Thus, the burden 
of the bearer grows heavier—not only must he carry the apparatus, but he also is sub-
jected to a series of advertisements exhorting him to purchase the latest products and 
keep up with current trends— commodities that would have been beyond his reach 
if he were a hired advertising man. The device was outfitted with a cord, labeled “J,” 
that would allow the bearer to advance the slide and thereby change the image shown, 
exercising some agency over the changing succession of images. Yet this changing 
sequence of illuminated images uncannily recalls ideas of the nineteenth-century city 
itself as, in Charles Baudelaire’s words, “the ephemeral, the fugitive, the contingent,” 
always changing and unstable, and described by Georg Simmel as a “rapid crowding 
of changing images . . . and the unexpectedness of onrushing impressions” (Simmel, 
“The Metropolis,” 410).24 One view dissolves into the next, the clarity of its text or im-
age dependent upon surrounding inflections of light or shadow on the projected slide 
and moving screen.

Sandow also proposed showing “moving pictures,” introducing the potential for enter-
taining both nearby spectators and the carrier, a prescient image to those of us today who 
walk through cities surrounded by people staring at the screens of their smartphones, 
tablets, or other mobile devices. If this were meant as an auto-entertainment device, 
the nocturnal flâneur would no longer view the city, its lit shop windows, or his fellow 
passers-by, but rather the programmed screen ahead. In this way, the projector can be 
understood as a device of conspicuous consumption, one that quite visibly broadcasts 
the viewer’s status.

This apparatus posits an ideal—or dystopian—embodied spectator: absorbed in a 
series of advertising images that pass through his field of vision, potentially out of his 
control and changed by clockwork, this figure is given the mobility to circulate through 
the urban landscape yet cannot navigate his path or engage with others due to his preoc-
cupation with the screen in front of him.25 This hybrid man-machine himself becomes 
a spectacle, luring potential consumers to the changing images and to his own strange 
contraption, moving the “cinema of attractions” to the street.26 However, Sandow was 
not the only person to envision such a bizarre apparatus for portable projection.
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742 Mobile Screens and Translucent Hats

A patent application strikingly similar to Sandow’s was registered in December of 
1897 by photographer and inventor William Friese-Greene. Entitled “Means or Appa-
ratus for Producing and Exhibiting Animated or Changing Pictures on Advertising and 
like Appliances Carried on the Person,” it provided two different designs and specifica-
tions: a shoulder-mounted contraption that the subject would carry overhead, and a 
surreal hat with a cylindrical, translucent screen above the brim, much like a zoetrope 
(figs. 8, 9).27 Although “novelty” was an important aspect of the US patent process, 
there were no such stipulations for British patent applicants until 1902; thus Friese-
Greene’s patent, with its striking similarity to Sandow’s of the previous year, was still 
considered and accepted.28 Whereas Sandow was known primarily as a stage performer 
and pin-up, Friese-Greene was established as an inventor and experimenter in a wide 
variety of photographic media, including early moving pictures and color photography.29

Friese-Greene’s devices subtly but notably differ from Sandow’s: the screen is raised 
above the head of the man, making it difficult for him to see the images the machine 
projects; in the case of the hat, the man would be unable to watch the flashing im-
ages overhead. As Friese-Greene described his invention, “its chief object is to adapt 
kinetoscopic apparatus to the purpose of advertising upon appliances carried upon and 
above the shoulders of men in a similar manner to advertising boards, or carried upon 
his head.” The benefit of the animated hat, its message beamed around the circumfer-
ence of its brim, went beyond its spectacular appearance, which surely would draw the 
gaze and attention of other pedestrians; the cylindrical form of the hat further provided 
a panoramic view accessible to all within the range of visibility, so as Friese-Greene 
noted, “onlookers, no matter on what side of the hat they are, can see the picture,” 
unrestricted by the head-on view necessitated by both framed devices (“Means or 
Apparatus”). Alternatively, Friese-Greene allowed, “the kinetoscope may be arranged  
. . . to throw a succession of pictures on the screen at such a slow speed that each picture 
is distinctly visible separately for any desired length of time.”30 This suggests a playful-
ness with the images to be shown, the possibility of extending duration familiar to us 
now as slow motion, yet then seeming a magical, if awkward, suspension of movement. 
As with Sandow’s device, then, Friese-Greene’s machine and its specification raise 
parallels with contemporary descriptions of the city and the changeable appearance of 
modernity. Joe Kember and Ben Highmore have described the ever-changing tempos 
and rhythms of urban life that were experienced by city dwellers. Rather than evoking 
a constant flood of high-speed freneticism, their work demonstrates the punctuation 
and variability of the urban experience, a variability echoed by Friese-Greene’s proposal 
of changing the speed at which moving pictures could be exhibited.31

Sandow and Friese-Greene were not the first to think of projecting illuminated im-
ages in the city streets at night; this practice had been explored for decades with various 
magic lantern technologies and transparencies. Carolyn Marvin has extensively discussed 
the nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century excitement about electric illumination for 
both entertainment and advertising, with (stationary) changing and blinking lights or 
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Figs. 8 and 9. William Friese-Greene, “Means or Apparatus for Producing and Exhibiting Animated or Chang-

ing Pictures on Advertising and like Appliances Carried on the Person,” GB Patent 29,363, filed December 

11, 1897, and issued December 10, 1898. Courtesy of Espacenet.com.

▲
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744 images attracting the attention of nocturnal spectators and city dwellers; even before 
urban electrification, many inventors experimented with alternative means of creating 
illuminated spectacles.32 In 1824, George Samuel Harris had patented a “royal ambu-
latory advertiser” designed to feature lit transparencies on a moving carriage, but this 
was criticized both for being difficult to read and for obstructing traffic.33 The magic 
lantern was also adapted for advertising in the city streets, not as a mobile device but 
rather for projecting upon the sides of buildings. Advertising historian T. R. Nevett 
cites an 1876 controversy over a traffic jam on the Strand caused by

a gratuitous exhibition of dissolving views, exhibited on a large screen on the second floor 
of a house. . . . The subjects exhibited have been facsimiles, on an enlarged scale, of the 
posters which appear on street-hoardings, and give in attractive forms, rapidly succeeding 
each other, gratuitous advice as to the best sewing machine, the cheapest hatter . . . &c. 
(quoted in Advertising in Britain, 96)

The repeated disparagement of the views as “gratuitous” suggests their unwelcome 
status, not merely for the distraction and congestion they caused, but also as to the 
content of the advertisements. Similarly, in 1883, legal complaints were filed against 
a London tailor “who had lately from his second floor window after dark exhibited a 
large magic lantern with moving slides, which attracted a large number of persons who 
stood on the pavement close to Mr. Kelsey’s window and prevented the access of his 
customers.”34 Although the advertisements attracted many viewers, they prevented 
actual sales by blocking access to the shop.

Such illuminated advertising was not limited to London; Steven Bunker has noted 
this as a widespread practice in Mexico, with commercial establishments projecting 
their advertisements onto the walls of the Alameda Park, the Teatro Nacional, or the 
Municipal Palace. The Australian National University also has a working group devoted 
to investigating the practice of outdoor magic-lantern slide projection in that country 
from 1840 to 1930.35 In New York, a lantern at the intersection of Broadway and Fifth 
Avenue was singled out in 1880 as one that

never fails to hold up a crowd. Up there, on the roof of a small building, magic-lantern 
pictures are cast upon a screen, the disinterested ones alternated by advertisements. 
Niagara Falls dissolves into a box of celebrated blacking, and the celebrated blacking is 
superseded by a jungle scene, which fades into an extraordinarily cheap suite of furniture. 
On very cold and unpleasant nights the stereopticon has spectators, and, though it is no 
longer a novelty, its attractiveness continues.36

While this author seems to look with disdain upon the juxtaposition of natural wonders 
and “extraordinarily cheap” commodities, he admits that the technique proves popular 
to spectators, even on blustery nights when loitering outside would not be pleasant. 
Despite the assembled crowd’s assumed fascination with the projections, others com-
plained that the omnipresence of advertising never gave city dwellers respite: “When 
daylight fails the magic lantern throws advertisements on large screens in conspicuous 
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places in N.Y. and other cities. The eye and the ear are attacked by the indefatigable 
advertiser.”37

Beyond advertising, magic lanterns and stereopticon projectors were also used in 
public for informative and instructional purposes. For many years, the technology was 
used in New York to broadcast election results, as seen in both a New York World illustra-
tion from 1896 and in George Bellows’s Election Night of 1906 (fig. 10).38 Theologians 
and reformers also hoped the lantern could be used for mission work and outreach, 
edifying and inspiring illiterate worshippers the way that stained glass windows once 
had, moving beyond the chapel or the lecture hall and into the streets and sidewalks:

▲

Fig. 10. Charles Graham, “Election Night in New York City,” The World’s Sunday Magazine, November 

8, 1896. Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Newspaper microfilm 1363.
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746 The lantern is in constant use at the Polytechnic, Regent Street, both for education and 
amusement . . . When the Magic Lantern Mission is in full working order there will not 
be a single squalid slum in any great city which will not have its weekly visit from the peri-
patetic magic-lantern missioner, who for an hour or two in the evening will throw upon a 
sheet hung on some blank wall radiant shapes of grace and beauty.39

Advertisers of the late 1880s moved beyond projecting images onto the sides of 
buildings and aimed their spotlights skyward.40 In 1889, the journal Electrical World 
heralded this “novel application” of electricity: “A Western inventor is endeavoring to 
interest capital in his electrical magic lantern for casting or reflecting advertisements 
on the dark clouds that often hang low over a city. The inventor claims to have secured 
contracts from several well-known firms for displaying their cards in this manner, [which] 
we may shortly expect to see reflected on the overhanging clouds, in gigantic letters of 
gold.”41 Although this writer seemed to imagine the prospect as a picturesque one (“let-
ters of gold” against “dark clouds”), others were disturbed by this overtaking of every 
available space; Printers’ Ink lambasted the technology as a “truly awful prospect.”42 

Awareness of this potential phenomenon was so widespread as to merit a cartoon in 
Funny Folks, with a “prophetic sketch of London as it is likely to appear in the future,” 
medallions of advertisements including one for “Day’s Night Lights” ironically wishing 
the viewer a “Good Night!” from the frenetically illuminated sky (fig. 11).43

Portable Projectors and the History of Screen Practice

Both Sandow’s and Friese-Greene’s devices represent a startling intervention into 
the history of screen practice.44 Although research on turn-of-the-century cinema 
and stage entertainment continues to evolve, a few assumptions about viewership for 
projected entertainments still dominate: moving images are projected on a fixed, flat, 
two-dimensional screen, with an immobile audience.45 In the midst of rapidly expanding 
technologies of varying temporalities and mobilities, from the train and the automobile 
to the telegraph and the phonograph, early technologies of cinema have been seen as 
providing merely a “virtual mobility,” the image or illusion of movement in a “mobilized 
virtual gaze” (Friedberg, Window Shopping, 2–3). As Anne Friedberg has written:

The cinema provided a virtual mobility—the illusion of transport to other places and 
times—for its spectators, but it did so within the confines of a frame. As the conventions 
of moving picture exhibition settled on theatrical projection and display, a key paradigm 
emerged. The cinema camera recorded moving images by framing them through the 
lens of the camera and then replaying them as moving pictures in a framed viewer or on 
a screen. Movement was captured but at the same time confined. . . . The visuality here is 
compensatory along the lines of the paradox: as the mobilized gaze became more virtual, it 
grew to involve less physical mobility, and became located within the confines of a frame. 
(“Trottoir Roulant,” 273)46
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Even in studies that feature the corporeality of a film or screen viewer, such as Vivian 
Sobchack’s Carnal Thoughts: Embodiment and Moving Image Culture, the projector and 
screen are still assumed to be in a dark room, the members of the audience restricted 
to their seats and engaging in imagined mobility rather than actual movements.47

Yet Sandow’s portable projector and Friese-Greene’s devices, like the kinetoscope 
or peep show, defy these conventions. In their inventions the screen becomes a highly 
visible, three-dimensional entity, not a two-dimensional wall or surface upon which 

▲
Fig. 11. “Our Artist gives a prophetic sketch of London as it is likely to appear in the future,” 

Funny Folks, April 9, 1892, 116. (c) British Library Board General Reference Collection 1896 

PENP.NT152.
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748 images are projected in front of a seated audience. Film scholarship and criticism 
have long understood the screen and the image as conflated; as John Plunkett writes,

it is the function of the screen to have no active existence . . . we hardly ever see the screen. 
Our attention is occupied by the picture that is, as we still say, on the screen rather than 
in it. The screen itself disappears beneath the image that is overlaid upon it . . . [it has an] 
ambiguous tactility. One the one hand, it has to be a solid surface able to bear an image. 
Yet, equally, it has a transparency, even an invisibility, that points through and past itself. 
The screen thus embodies a constant tension between the concrete and the transparent, 
the present and the absent.48

Sandow’s and Friese-Greene’s screens were anything but invisible or transparent. Their 
bulky frames bore a visible weight upon their bearer, whose vision and visage were 
obscured. Steven Connor has considered this contradictory aspect of screens, which 
can both conceal and reveal; as he has observed, “The primary meaning of a screen is 
in fact something that blocks, separates or filters . . . [I]t is a permeable membrane, not 
a locked door. Screens cover and conceal: but in presenting a secondary or fictitious 
surface, they also partially disclose.”49 Although the screen in these devices announces 
its own presence and materiality, it nonetheless bears the image projected through the 
device. Isobel Armstrong observes that in the magic lantern show or diorama display 
(and especially with the practice of rear projection), “Light and screen are one and 
indivisible. It is impossible to say what exactly constitutes the ‘view’ and how the viewer 
has seen it.”50 Sandow’s and Friese-Greene’s apparatuses radically reconceive the con-
cept of the screen at a pivotal moment in projection history, eliminating a projection 
booth or separation of the apparatus from the audience. In their portable projection 
devices, members of the public would jostle about and around the screen-bearer, see-
ing all sides of the apparatus. The screen obtains material presence, especially with 
its projecting frame and tethered support to the bearer’s body. In their conflation of 
man and machine, each competing for attention in an uneasy coexistence, the devices 
suggest a proto-cyborg.

The Sandwich Man and the Cyborg, Visibility and Invisibility

The proto-cyborgs created in conjunction with these devices can be usefully com-
pared to their predecessors: “sandwich men” and related forms of embodied imagery 
and urban spectacle. As Susan Buck-Morss has noted, Walter Benjamin deemed the 
sandwich man a culturally significant figure, comparing his nineteenth- and twentieth-
century roles and their relationship to flânerie and capitalism: “Flaneur—sandwich-
man—journalist-in-uniform. The latter advertises the state, no longer the commodity.”51 

Buck-Morss interprets the flâneur as the writer, the observer of modern life, who 
becomes the sandwich man, advertising himself and modern commodities to a “mass 
audience,” a prostitute of sorts. Even before his patented advertising apparatus, San-
dow was the ultimate sandwich man of himself, selling his own image and reputation 
alongside his exercise manuals and dumbbells.
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Buck-Morss is one of the few historians to consider the sociopolitical and historical 
context of the figure of the sandwich man, his social status, omnipresence on the streets, 
and relationship to commodities, sparked by the fact that Benjamin’s notebooks con-
tained many references to sandwich men and at least one image of the figure, a print by 
Marlet from 1828 entitled “L’homme affiche sur la Place des Victoires.”52 In the 1820s 
and 1830s the elaborate appearances and colorful costumes of sandwich men attracted 
British artists’ attention as well.53 By the 1860s, they had become a topic of fascination 
and debate, a highly visible means of advertising that often relied upon the labor of 
the urban poor.54 Like those in Sandow and Friese-Greene’s patent illustrations, these 
sandwich men not only bore placards over their shoulders and across their chests, but 
also on frames mounted above their heads (figs. 12, 13). William Smith’s Advertise! How? 
When? Where? of 1863 offered a variety of suggestions for merchants and advertisers 
wishing to promote their products, to increase their visibility in an often-crowded and 
chaotic urban environment. One of the early pages of Smith’s book demonstrates new 
possibilities for the sandwich men: sequential messages, rather than single messages 

Fig. 12. (Left) “March of the Sandwich-men,” from Alvan F. Sanborn, “Sandwich-Men,” The Youth’s Compan-

ion, September 17, 1896, 469. Courtesy of the Library of Congress.

▲

Fig. 13. (Right) L. Raven-Hill, “Sandwich-Men,” from Walter Besant, “East London Types,” Century, Decem-

ber 1900, 222. Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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on each board (fig. 14). Yet this illustration of unruly sandwich men who gather to spell 
out the word “ADVERTISE” points to the potential illegibility and possible subver-
sion of the intended message by the bodies hired to do the marketer’s bidding. In this 
image, the sandwich men bunch together at the beginning of the word, while the end 
of the word—the letter E—rushes to catch up. Their close proximity and nonlinear 
arrangement cause the reader some confusion; if following the traditional left-to-right 
arrangement of letters, they seem to spell out TREVDA. Yet this initial perplexity 
draws all the more attention to the image, forcing readers to interpret and parse out 
the meaning of the signs. As this drawing demonstrates, a popular tactic had been to 
hire multiple men to march in order, either assaulting the eye with repetition of the 
same sign or telling a sequential story by way of their spatial procession. In Sandow’s 
and Friese-Greene’s inventions, however, the narrative progression is dependent not 
upon a succession of men, but rather on the advance of slides, a temporal unfolding; 

▲
Fig. 14. W. Mc-

Connell, “Sandwich 

Men,” from William 

Smith, Advertise: 

How? When? Where? 

(London: Routledge, 

1863), opposite page 

5. Courtesy, The 

Winterthur Library: 

Printed Book and 

Periodical Collection.
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With these portable projection devices, narrative could be conveyed by a single bearer 
wearing the apparatus, whether through the display of a series of lantern slides or by 
the projection of a moving picture.

In executing their messages, sandwich men faced many challenges. Various irregularly 
enforced laws proscribed their movement, insisting that they not walk on the sidewalk or 
on the main road where they might obstruct traffic, so they were limited to the danger-
ous curb zone and gutters.55 The mistakes and foibles of failed advertising campaigns 
appealed to Smith and his readers, serving almost as a “what-not-to-do” lesson that 
occasionally renders the employees the butt of the joke; the illustration “Windy Day,” 
for example, demonstrates the impracticality of sending out sandwich men, particularly 
those with overhead signs, on windy days (fig. 15). Here, the woebegone sandwich man 
is picked up by a gust of wind, his sign impaled upon a lightpost as fashionable women, 
potential consumers, walk past unsympathetically and lean into the wind, pointedly not 
paying attention to his sign and the wares it might advertise, now rendered illegible.56 

Indeed, many etiquette manuals suggested women avoid looking at most men—or at 
least, those with whom they were unacquainted—when out in public. As one manual 
explicitly exhorted, “Never stare at any one, even if they have peculiarities, which make 
them objects of remark.”57 These matters of decorum made the sandwich man’s mission 
of attracting attention all the more difficult, as respectable ladies would have been ad-
vised to shun the “remarkable” or “peculiar” men bearing signs and strange contraptions.

Reform literature empathized with these overworked and underpaid laborers, 
emphasizing their extremely low status; advertisers themselves realized they had a 
conundrum in the public perception of their brands when scruffy or undernourished 
men carried signs advertising their wares.58 These stooped laborers contrast with the 
muscular and erect carrier of Sandow’s apparatus; in the illustration accompanying his 
patent application, a young, clean-shaven man, whose arms are disproportionately large, 
comfortably bears the apparatus upon his broad shoulders, showing no indication of the 
exhaustion or malnourishment seen so commonly among sandwich men. While cartoons 
often exaggerated their bedraggled visage and illustrations from reform literature or 
contemporary journalism usually hewed to conventions of urban realism in depicting 
sandwich men’s down-on-their-luck appearance, the bearers depicted in Sandow’s and 
Friese-Greene’s patent applications are only schematically rendered, giving the reader 
tantalizingly few hints as to their class or social position and instead lavishing detail on 
the mechanics of the featured machine, as befitting the patent priority.59 This emphasis 
on the device, not the bearer, points to the relative unimportance of the anonymous 
man carrying the machine. Sandow and Friese-Greene’s magic lantern carriers are 
merely perfunctory, diverging from the showy appearance of magic lantern lecturers 
or entrepreneurial showmen, whose fashionable appearance, emphasized by a stylish 
suit or animated expression, radiated authority and class in the case of the former, and 
an outgoing liveliness that cultivated celebrity on the part of the latter.60

Some marketing men advised would-be advertisers to adopt some of the tactics 
of lecturers and showmen by designing special wardrobes for their sandwich men. 
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Advertise: How? When? Where? illustrated two versions of advertisers (figs. 16, 17): 
the man bearing the sign of the “Great Sensation” is decidedly downcast, a caricature 
of an ill-clothed man, down on his luck and possibly hard-drinking, with shading to 
suggest his ruddy nose and unshaven face—the kind of man that fashionable women 
would avoid looking at. In contrast, Smith suggested another possible model: a nattily 
dressed, healthy sandwich man whose body fills out his well-fitting coat; his sideburns 
are well-groomed, his pants the proper length, his coat of a good fashion, and he con-
fidently offers passers-by his handbills. The importance of acceptable appearance and 
visibility was similarly the focus of an 1894 illustration “Sandwich Men: The Accepted 
and the Rejected,” in which the “presentable” men are selected for the job (figs. 18, 19). 
After their selection, the “Accepted” sandwich men march away into the background, 
leaving behind the “Rejected,” the most downtrodden of the men.

The contradictory emphasis upon visibility, spectacle, and bedraggled appearance was 
also the focus of an 1880 article entitled “Curiosities of Advertising,” which examined 

▲

Fig. 15. W. McConnell, “Windy Day,” from William Smith, Advertise: How? When? Where? 

(London: Routledge, 1863), 151. Courtesy, The Winterthur Library: Printed Book and 

Periodical Collection.
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▲
Figs. 16 and 17. W. McConnell, “The Present Sandwich-Man,” and “Smith’s Model” from William Smith, 

Advertise: How? When? Where? (London: Routledge, 1863), 137 and 138. Courtesy, The Winterthur Library: 

Printed Book and Periodical Collection.

the effectiveness of what it termed “perambulatory advertisements,” an elision that 
bypassed the humanity of the sandwich man and abstracted him to a mobile banner:

The strong element of human interest which the peripatetic “sandwich man”excites is 
often supplemented by the grotesqueness of his apparel. Caring little for what his an-
nouncement is, there is a disposition on the part of most pedestrians to look into the face 
of the unfortunate, who, with all his emotion and immortality, is reduced to the level of a 
billboard, and from the face, which often enough is sad and worn, the glance is continued 
to the big lettering which emphasizes the fame of Brown’s shirts or Kydd’s indestructible 
pen-wipers. The sandwich man, so far from being a purveyor of any kind . . . is a bill-board, 
or, more properly speaking, two bill-boards, between which he is braced and set adrift 
in the crowded streets early in the morning, to confront the public with his employer’s 
advertisement . . . solitary and uncommunicative, he marches hither and thither; . . . when 
his eye falls upon any vacant wall covered with posters, . . . he is forced to exclaim: “That 
wall is as much as I am, and that automatic bear, in the toy-shop window, is a more versatile 
creation than me!” (Rideing, “Curiosities of Advertising,” 606)61

In this passage, the observer imagines a sandwich man who feels himself transformed 
into an automaton, or at least, a creature even less animated than the “automatic bear” 
he spies in a display window; he is dehumanized, isolated, and flattened, finding a paral-
lel in a poster-covered “vacant wall.” The satirical magazine Judy even more explicitly 
conflated man and wall, defining a “Man-Sandwich” as “a human being reduced to the 
level of a dead wall.”62 Sandow and Friese-Greene’s inventions promised to add anima-
tion at least to the images carried by sandwich men, who were so often described in 
terms of deadness, contrasted with the vibrancy of the placards they carried.
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In an attempt to enhance visibility, advertisers sought greater novelty and variety, 
spectacles that would draw attention in the midst of a chaotic city scene, despite the 
forlorn character of the men carrying them and admonitions to women not to look 
at strangers. The need for ever-increasing novelty is succinctly demonstrated in the 
1904 cartoon “Why Not Do It Right,” in which pedestrians are nearly assaulted by an 
overwhelming array of advertisements, all competing for their attention from nearly 
every possible surface (fig. 20); one figure in the lower left corner rears back against 
the spectacle, his hat and umbrella flying into the air as he recoils from billboards, 
smartly-dressed men who spell out an advertisement for “Posolio,” shop signs, offers 
for advertising space on the “third rail” (with discounts for undertakers and insurers), 
and sandwich men who bear messages on both their chests and on boards that project 
above their heads. While the cartoon is likely hyperbolic in exaggerating the density of 
urban advertising, it nonetheless provides a context for the nearly unbelievable proposals 

Fig. 18. Paul Renouard, “Recruiting The Sandwich Men: Accepted,” as 

published in The Graphic, January 27, 1894, 98. Courtesy, The Winterthur 

Library: Printed Book and Periodical Collection.

▲
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of Sandow and Friese-Greene, in which sandwich boards metamorphosed into magic 
lantern screens and hats became moving picture devices, tactics in this ongoing battle 
for attention and novelty.

Although it might seem unprecedented, Friese-Greene’s hat design hearkened back 
to earlier advertising ploys of the 1860s, when Punch lampooned a form of advertising 
in which hired men roamed the streets at night, their hats ablaze with transparencies 
touting music hall entertainments or restaurants (figs. 21, 22, 23).63 One such design 
was patented by Iowan Sol Kuh, who included a padded head-rest and flaps to hold 
the lantern steady in his 1872 specification (fig. 24).64 The Punch cartoons indicate the 
social status of the bearers of these advertisements in a way not addressed by the pat-
ent application drawings, with their blandly-drawn figures that stare straight ahead so 
matter-of-factly. In “Amenities of the Season,” a tall, well-dressed soldier towers over 
the petite advertising man who wears an illuminated hat for “Evans Supper Rooms,” 

Fig. 19. Paul Renouard, “Recruiting The Sandwich Men: Rejected,” as pub-

lished in The Graphic, January 27, 1894, 99. Courtesy of the Nimitz Library, 

United States Naval Academy.

▲
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demanding a light for his pipe. The class implications are most explicitly on display 
in “The Lowest Depth,” in which an “Inebriated Snob” recognizes his old friend Jim. 
Expressing surprise, he asks, “How the dooce [sic] did you come to this?” Jim, now 
advertising risqué Poses Plastiques, admits, “Well—all along o’them Night Publics. And 
Here I am—an ‘Illuminated Advertisement!’” In these cartoons, the reader is meant 
to feel sympathy for the “Illuminated Advertisements,” reduced from human beings 
into “Advertisements,” lights for pipes, and commercial messages. Friese-Greene’s hat 
apparatus updated this principle with the latest technology.

These devices indeed transformed their bearers into spectacles wandering the city 
streets, beams of light and images circulating amongst the crowds. These gadgets 
might have caused fellow pedestrians literally to overlook their carriers in favor of 
the brightly lit images above their heads, paying no heed to the social status or dis-
comfort of the poorly-paid man carrying them.65 Instead, the technological hybrid of 
man-and-machine would distract with flashing lights and changing pictures, creating 
a spectacle of consumption. Although some feared that technology would bring about 
depersonalization and devaluation of the individual, these creations brought technology 
to a human scale and served to distract potential consumers from the all-too-close face 
of human poverty.66 These patent applications suggest an audience eagerly embracing 
machinery, one that preferred to look at the spectacle of illuminated technology rather 
than another human face, as well as an interest in the hybridity of man and machine 
that later came to be referred to as the cyborg.

▲
Fig. 20. H. G. D. [Harry Grant Dart], “Why Not Do It Right,” Life, December 8, 1904, 599. Courtesy of 

the Nimitz Library, United States Naval Academy.
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I use the term “cyborg” advisedly, to signify an amalgamation of man and machine 
to capitalist ends, distinct from Donna Haraway’s deployment of the term, which sug-
gested the utopian possibilities of technology in forming relationships surpassing the 
limits of (organic) bodies.67 This linking of man and machine is useful in its concept 
of a prosthetic “supplement” that hampers human interaction and engagement with 
one another while ostensibly providing new means for communication and mobility; 
Sandow’s and Friese-Greene’s inventions propose illuminated, wearable technologies 
before the computer age.68 Their cyborgs embody turn-of-the-century obsessions not 
only with the moving image and consumption, but also with nocturnal social interac-
tions in the modern urban environment. In this way, the cyborgs envisioned by Sandow 
and Friese-Greene propose a navigation of the changing urban landscape, saturated by 
commodities and consuming bodies yet avoiding human interaction. 

▲
Fig. 21. “Amenities of the Season,” Punch, January 4, 1862, 8. Courtesy of National Gallery 

of Art Library, Washington, DC.
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Sandow’s and Friese-Greene’s cyborgs, however, depart in important ways from 
conventional understandings of the cyborg. While the cyborg (in both fictional and 
nonfictional experiments) is often deployed to authoritarian ends—those of the state, 
the military, and medical or pharmaceutical research—Sandow and Friese-Greene’s 
magic lantern machines are instead reliant upon corporate sponsorship and funding; 
theirs is a cyborg of capital rather than the state. Furthermore, many applications of 
cyborg technology are invested in the concept of communication, of enabling a human 

Fig. 22. “Illuminated Advertisements,” Punch, March 5, 1864, 91. Courtesy of National Gallery of Art 

Library, Washington, DC.

▲
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to communicate via machine interaction. Yet while the magic lantern cyborg is enhanced 
to allow him to transmit or broadcast a message, he is unable to receive one himself; in 
the case of Sandow’s design, the screen prohibits his interaction with others, blocking 
his view and further isolating the cyborg-sandwich man. These inventions speak to the 
desire for circulating, nocturnal images that would attract and enchant, uneasily mixing 
wonder and commerce while at the same time exploiting a laboring body, a cyborg who 
must walk the night with no respite in sight, isolated with his technological apparatus.

▲

Fig. 23. “The Lowest Depth,” Punch, April 16, 1864, 155. Courtesy of National Gallery of Art Library, 

Washington, DC.
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Conclusion

Today, new technologies have transformed the unwilling bearer of images into an 
eager consumer of the latest status symbols and assistive technologies: people seem 
unable to resist the glowing screens of their smartphones or mobile devices. While we 
might laugh at the image of an illuminated hat, we think nothing of walking down the 
street peering at the small screens before us, often typing as we go. Mobility, visuality, 
and communications continue to be sites of competing inventions; beyond smart-

▲
Fig. 24. Sol Kuh, Improvement in Advertising-Lanterns, US Patent 133,158, November 19, 1872. 

Courtesy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
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Fig. 25. Images from Olsson et al., United States Patent Application Publication, “Wearable 

Device with Input and Output Structures,” filed August 18, 2011, and issued February 21, 

2013. Courtesy of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

▲
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“street view”-enabling, self-driving cars, as well as their own device to be “carried on 
a person”: Google Glass, now abandoned (fig. 25).69 What might Benjamin say about 
these new flâneur-sandwich men? While the magic lantern allowed the broadcasting 
of a message without the ability to receive one, Google Glass instead encouraged an 
interactive flow of data, with the bearer both accessing information and posting it via 
social media (e.g., taking a photo and uploading it, dictating and sending a message). 
Yet each of these devices seemed to encourage social isolation by precluding or at least 
hampering interaction with the people in the immediate vicinity of the cyborg. Like 
Sandow’s magic lantern carrier, the Google Glass spectator would presumably be subject 
also to “advertisements of any desired character,” given the ubiquity of pop-ups and 
sponsored searches, as well as the revelation of their possible adaptation via hackers. 
Although the device was more lightweight and the user given the illusion of control via 
voice activation, the device nonetheless reminds us of Sandow’s portable projector and 
Friese-Greene’s illuminated hat, all devices that demonstrate the contemporary and 
historical issues of mobility and consumption, offering a dystopian step further along 
the isolated cyborg path.
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